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Maligne Lake:
The Jewel of Jasper National Park
About Maligne Lake
With its breathtaking mountain setting and an abundance of
wildlife, Maligne Lake surely ranks among the great natural
wonders of the world. Tour boats bound for Spirit Island glide
across crystal-clear water, adventurous visitors set out in
canoes and kayaks for secluded coves, while anglers cast for
trophy-sized trout. Hikers head out on well-formed trails leading
along the lake to panoramic viewpoints and into the
surrounding emerald forest, crossing fast-flowing streams to
emerge at picturesque lakes. However you choose to experience
the jewel of Jasper National Park, Maligne Lake serves up a
veritable feast of memorable experiences.
About the Book
Summerthought is proud to present the first book ever
published to one of the Canadian Rockies’ best-known and most
beautiful destinations. Written by a local expert and beautifully
illustrated with historic and contemporary photographs, Maligne
Lake: The Jewel of Jasper National Park features the natural and
human history of this scenic lake. With detailed accounts of
everything there is to see and do at Maligne Lake and a fullcolour map, Maligne Lake is an invaluable resource for visitors
and locals alike.

Maligne Lake / 1st edition / Meghan Power
ISBN: 978-0-9811491-9-6 / June 2011 / $19.95 / 96 pages / 8 x 10 inches
About the Author
Jasper resident Meghan Power is the archivist at the Jasper Yellowhead Museum and is the author of
The History of Jasper. When Power isn’t sorting historic photographs and documents or working on
freelance writing projects, she is out and about enjoying the beautiful park that she is fortunate enough
to call home.

About Summerthought Publishing
Celebrating our 40th anniversary in 2011, Summerthought cares passionately about the Canadian
Rockies and about books. We are a vibrant, proudly independent local publisher producing books that
we believe in and that we think readers will enjoy.
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